New Collectors Presents 

Collision, a Group Show by the
Creative Adventure Class of the School
of Visual Arts MFA Program

November 06 – November 13, 2021



Opening Reception: Saturday,

November 06, 6–8pm

New Collectors is pleased to present Collision, a group show by 12 MFA

Visit:


students from the School of Visual Arts in New York City. The Creative
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Adventure class, taught by the artist James Clark, will be presenting a diverse

191 Henry St, New York, NY 10002



range of mediums from paintings and drawings to installations throughout the
gallery. The exhibition will open with a reception on Saturday, November 6,

Hours:


from 6pm to 8pm, and will be on view at 191 Henry Street through

Wednesday-Sunday, 12-6



Wednesday, November 10, 2021.


Connect:

“We have spent this year in collision - in collision with ourselves, with each
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other, and with the world around us. The work in this exhibition recognizes our
current state of turmoil and, in response, emphasizes the importance of
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connection and togetherness. The artists present are unique in their

inquiries contact:


expression but ubiquitous in their desire for intimacy. In collision we find each

Sibilla Maiarelli, Founder & Director


other and ourselves.”



sibilla@newcollectorsgallery.com

Participating artists include Alex Angel, Alex Leav, Daniel Wheedong Kim,
Dylan Rose Rheingold, Kamiesha Garbadawala, Kyuho Lee, Noel Calvo, Quig
Xu, Suyi Xu, Weina Li, Woosik Choi, and Yirui Jia.



About the School of Visual Arts: The School of Visual Arts MFA Fine Art
program reflects the diversity of New York’s many art worlds. Together, the
faculty and students form a community of established and emerging artists
from many backgrounds who work across disciplines and modes of practice.
It’s main goals are to provide a stimulating and supportive environment in
which students can thrive and develop as artists, to foster rigorous critical
engagement with contemporary art and other cultural forms, and to produce
an ongoing conversation, through work as much as through words, about
what we make, how we make it, and why.


